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ACADEMIC VOCAEIIlAI!
wcylademic Vocabulary Boards
are a way of ensuring a”

Leveling up in Academic Vocabulary is crucial in developing the
necessary skills students need to succeed academically.

students are exposed to the
same critical vocabulary
words necessary for better

Academic Vocabulary is the next step in acquisition after mastering Sight Words. It isn’tjust verbs related to task performance
(identify, recall, summarize etc.). It’s any word a student will uti-

understanding and academic
performance.

lize outside of a basic social conversation. Academic vocabulary
will help them in school, the future work force, and even in reading a newspaper!

Example: dig

-—>rummage or cultivate

IIOW?
*Embed the Academic Language into all areas of your instruction. Students need to see that these words
translate across all of the subjects and even into their real lives through various media sources and their
future careers.
*Provide multiple opportunities to correctly use the Academic Vocabulary words throughout the day including the use of a variety of methods of instruction to meet the needs of all of your students (visuals, discussions, written form, digital, games, home connections etc.) .
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WEEK’S SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES:
SSIOOH TEACIIERS SPECIAlISTS & SHAll GROUP INSTRUCTOIS:
l Follow the lesson plan format and choose from the multitude of different graphic organizers and games provided within this lesson plan format. For vocabulary mini’lessons, stretch it out throughout the week by:

n
0

|_y_Da
1: combine steps 1 & 2
2: complete step 3
._y_Da
l_y_Da
3: complete step 4 and/or steps 4 & 5
_y_Da
4: complete step 5 or move onto step 6
)

D_y_a
5: complete step 6, game time YAYl

lFollow llnk for lesson: NBSS

https:llged.comep-contentlupIoadslacademIc_vocab_activltles_0.pdf
|__________________,_______EVERYONE
ON CAMPUS: MAY 1'"! GAME “TEll ME ABOUT..."
This is an adult led activity. Start by asking the students a question using the vocabulary
| word. Make sure to begin each question with the tag line, "Tell me about..." Allow students to
Pﬂt/“espond and then change the question. Play anytime: in the halls, lunchroom, playground,
’
during transition, walking, before/after school etc.
Mr
xaml:
Tell me about ...someone who is analytical...

Id"

Tell me about... a time when you analyzed something...
a cil'uarinn when: a nprcnn rnulrl analvm
Tell mp ahmil'

:eﬁnition:
verb

I

1 . to study or examine something carefully
to find out what it is, what it is about, or
what makes it work.
//The bacteria were analyzed under a
paweu mlcroscope.
m»!s33 words
Mamnoomm

____________JQAixml;gutmymgees-x:a
LT ﬂLLE‘JC\ .7

that are similar to analyze.

words that mean the
opposite of analyze.

Synthesize
Integrate
Put together
; Unify
"‘

g
Ignore

i

Breakdown
Cut
Deconstruct
Dissect
Alnatomize
Assess
Diagnose
Examine
lnspe.ct
Investigate
Scrutinize
Arrange
Categorize
Classify
Enumerate
Sort
Separate
Subdivide

[Wm/K ﬂag

Agglomera te
Intermix
Assimilate
Consolidate
Amalgamate

.................
L,

Q‘rlAc’ad‘em1'c Vocabulary Building Activities
A Vocabulary Strategies

Marzano’s SlX' Steps to Effective Vocabulary Instruction
Purpose of academic vocabulary building:
Academic vocabulary is the vocabulary critical to understanding the concepts being taught in
class. Vocabulary knowledge is critical to reading comprehension and research indicates that the
intentional, explicit teaching of specific words and word-learning strategies can both add words to
students' vocabularies and improve reading comprehension of texts containing those words.
Teaching specific academic vocabulary enables students to develop in-depth knowledge of
important words so they can know words well enough to access information about them from
memory as they read.

Marzano (2005) outlines a six step process that can help students learn

critical subject specific vocabulary.

Ny..——"g)_—‘xplicitly teaching academic vocabulary using Marzano’s six steps:
Step One.The teacher gives a friendly, informal description, explanation or example of the new vocabulary
term.

-

Provide students with information about the vocabulary term.

-

Create pictures, powerpoints or use video and computer images as a source of information.

-

Describe your own mental picture of the word.

-

Use current events and other media to connect the term to something familiar.

-

Determine prior knowledge and find out what students already know about the term (see
NBSS vocabulary rating scale, text features and other before reading strategy resources).

-

Have students share what they already know and use this knowledge as a foundation for
more learning.

Step Two:
Students give a description, explanation or example of the new term in his/her own words.

”
—.

-

Students record their explanation (see NBSS vocabulary notebooks and the activities in
this resource).

-

Remind students not to copy and only use their own words.

-

Monitor to determine if any confusion still exists and correct misunderstandings with
further explanation and example.

NBSS Academic Vocabulary Building Activities & Strategies
Step Three:
Students create a non linguistic representation of the word.

-

Provide students with non linguistic methods to record the vocabulary term (see NBSS
vocabulary notebooks and the activities in this resource).

-

Students can work in pairs or groups to create a non linguistic representation e.g. picture,
symbol, cartoon, dramatisation or play pictionary, charades, etc.

-

Have students record their visuals and share their ideas.

-

Continue to identify and clear up any misunderstandings about the new terms if
necessary.

Step Four:
Students engage in activities to deepen their knowledge of the new word.
-

Have students list related words.

-

Highlight any prefixes and suffixes that will help them remember the word.

-

Identify antonyms and synonyms.

-

Discuss similarities and differences of two terms.

-

Compare how the vocabulary term is used across subject areas and discuss and note any
common confusions.

-

Have students record this information.

Step Five:
Students discuss the new word with one another.

-

Students think, pair and share their ideas by comparing explanations, describing and
explaining drawings and discussing any new information they have learned, etc.

-

Students can make revisions to their own work and add to their vocabulary explanation
and visual if necessary.

-

Continue to identify and clear up any misunderstandings about the new terms if

necessary.
Step Six:
Students play games to reinforce and review new vocabulary.
-

Develop deep understanding of academic vocabulary terms by engaging students in
weekly review activities. For example students can play taboo, dominoes, wordo,
pictionary, charades, I have, who has? word sorts, bingo, crosswords, hangman, card
games, etc. (Contact the N855 for powerpoint templates of games).

-

Have students create and play their own vocabulary games and activities.

-

After activities students can continue to make corrections, additions and changes to their
explanation and visual.

* Student subject vocabulary notebooks orjournals can be created by combining the
activities in this resource with the N855 Vocabulary Journal resource.
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NBS'S Academic Vocabulary Building Activities & Strategies
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A great tool to use for vocabulary building
and main idea teaching. You paste in a
piece of text or specific words and a ‘word
cloud’ is generated. This can be used to
highlight and summarise the key
vocabulary and the main ideas of a topic,
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used to introduce a concept, or in
language teaching generally. On YouTube
you can see examples of its use in the
classroom - type ‘wordle’ in the search
engine to find the clips e.g. __here
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Another good site to use for teaching key
vocabulary and summarising the main
ideas in a passage. Paste in a passage and
the most frequently used words are
'
highlighted, as well as images related to
the main idea that can then be printed out
and used as visual links or memory clues
for the word.
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concepts. It also provides synonyms and
antonyms.
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Visuwords is an interactive dictionary and
thesaurus that creates word maps. It
looks up words to find their meanings and
associations with other words and
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On this site you can create a range of
materials such as movie posters, cards,
magazine covers etc. These can be used
for a variety of classroom activities
such
as using the movie poster maker
to
introduce a new topic by
pasting an image
and using key topic
vocabulary as the
‘actors’ and ‘production
team’ for the

\
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movue‘, as .In
the ‘Cell’ example here.

or smut“.-Building Activmes
Vocabulary
NBSS Academic

Games for Learning

choosing
bingo card by
Example: Fill in your
list
this keyWvocabulary
.. M,
9___words from
ft :. My
.'

2) They wri
wordlist.
clues and
3) Call out some
,
student's keywor

b‘
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matches a
the
it off.
ds are crossed off
all
keywor
4) Once
“bingo!”
student shouts
grid at
complete their
students
two
5) If
will be the one
the winner
the same time,
words.
with the most

Dominoes
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table
down on the
face
6
1) Put the dominoes
Each player takes 3
up.
them
and mix
'th more than
dominos.
player has 3
the
players, each
are left on
'
' '

table.
place
4) The first player
table.
the
dominoes on
put a domino
player tries to
second
The
5)
e.g. a definition

matches
on the table that
there. If a player
already
that’s
a
word
to
a domino from
picks
player
the
cannot go,
that turn.
the pile and skips
putting dominoes
turns
taking
6) Continue
wins.

someone
on the board until
to get rid
the first person
is
winner
7) The
if no one can

But
of all of their dominoes. the fewest
with
go, then the person
winner.
dominos left is the

Charades

a keyword and must
given
are
1) Students
what it is
communicate
to
act out the word
be played in teams
Can
without speaking.
' to have
' '
class.
or as a whole
act out a
the entire team
60 seconds.

guess in
one person can

Aluminium

in
These are deposited
a bank at the recycling
cenue of donated to

or reused,if'they are
deposited in a bankit
is' important to tie
them together as a
pair.

been usedlbmnu't
cannot be replaced
The quanuty' of material is‘ quickly reducing
and will evenmally
um out.

The mienal’ being
used can be replaced
and will not run out.
We can continue to
use it' im mating

NBSS Academu.
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d.and 2/3 other words
9
to describe the‘atk 't ’as difﬁcult as possible
ab°° keyword.

Sing the ‘taboo' word or the
Words.

listed,

_(Or as many as possible)
9 With that letter, per categorY

212 Students only get the points if theY think
0 Something that nobody else thou§lht 0f“

-

Smarter than a ten Year Old

1) Play as per TV show. Question can be On
keywords and their meaning 6-9- "f
StUinng exam vocabulary a QUEStiO” Could
be ‘What exam word means to show how
using examples.’ Is it A, etc.

Pictionary

l) Students are given a card with a
:eyword and must draw a picture to
ommunicate what it is without speaking.

) Can be played in groups, teams or as a
hole class.
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Similar vocabulary games can be played
using the Weakest Link, Who Wants to be a
Millionaire, etc. Contact the N855 for
pa werpoint templates for these games.
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G ames for Learning
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1 have meanders
Who has what forms
when a river

overﬂows its banks
and deposits
sediment on the

Who has the
deﬁnition of
congruent?

p

ne p|ayer starts by readin
'
"
has" question card/page. Allg ph||asye0rrshleor kWho
their cards. The player with the correct0 at
answer responds with their "1 have" a
followed by their "Who has“ question nswer’

I have

Iihave parallel
lines. Who has
perpendicular lines?

password
Divide the class into two teams and have

the front
each team send a representative to
face their
of the room. These two students
writes a word on
teams, while the teacher
Each student rep
the board behind them.
from their team with
chooses one person
ONE clue about the
their hand up to give
may not say any
They
them.
word behind
“Rhymes
or say things like,
part of the word
but must give a
like..."
“Sounds
with...” or
word.
meaning of the
the
about
clue
guess what

5 se conds to
The student has
m ake a correct
not
do
they
the word is. If
'turn.
other team’s
guess, it is the
a student
teams until
between
and forth

guesses the word.

s that reinforce

Other activitie
vocabulary terms:
- Crosswords
Wordsearches
-

I
I
-

Hangman
Cyptograms
Word Scramble
Blanks
Fill in the

Many websites are avail
'vities and puzzles.

Fast
/uzzle

P/UZZ
corner
/,._.._son

Stuff
to 2 Teacher
/,_,._———-A
Puzzles
//——Crossword

Ga\ax
E/__,__Y.SL

2) My description, explanation,
1) Teacher's description, explanation, examples.
exampl_es.

3) My picture, drawing, representation.

